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Simple. Efficient.
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LCBS T &
LCBS Connect

Enhance Your
Profitability With
The LCBS Platform

When it comes to HVAC system control, different customers have different needs. Honeywell’s
LCBS platform gives you more flexibility to deliver the right solution, both now and in the future.
For entry-level customers who just want an affordable product they can build on, LCBS T is a
simple, cost-effective choice. LCBS Connect™ takes HVAC system control to the next level
with cloud connectivity for proactive monitoring and diagnostics from anywhere, anytime.
Both products offer scalability with unmatched simplicity, making it easy to customize the
solution to the exact needs of each customer. That means more opportunities for you to grow
your revenue with add-on sales of sensors, VFDs and other HVAC field devices down the road.

LCBS-T ECONOMIZING COMMERCIAL THERMOSTAT

LCBS CONNECT

LCBS T is designed for customers who want a simple, efficient way to save on energy costs. It includes a

LCBS Connect uses connectivity to make it easy for you to monitor your customers’ HVAC system

sleek, full-color wall module and a controller with a built-in economizer, saving time and costs compared to

operations from wherever you are. In many cases, LCBS Connect allows you to proactively handle

purchasing and installing an economizer separately. More than just a competitive commercial thermostat,

issues before your customers are even aware of them. Mobile alerts and remote diagnostics

LCBS T is an expandable platform that seamlessly integrates with a wide variety of HVAC field devices,

allow you to save time while keeping customers happy, so you can take on more service contracts

addition of sensors, VFDs or a cloud gateway with no rewiring required.

without devoting additional resources. Plus, system analytics reports can provide you with

Ideal for Entry-Level Customers

Expand Your Opportunities

valuable intelligence, uncovering opportunities to maximize energy efficiency and savings.
That flexibility makes LCBS T an approachable, low-risk way for budget-conscious customers to step into
building automation without a major upfront investment. It’s ready to grow as your customers’ needs and

The LCBS Connect platform includes a full-color touchscreen wall module, a controller with

expectations change, providing more opportunities for you.

a built-in economizer, and a gateway. It’s also easily expandable, offering the option to add
sensors, VFDs and many other building automation solutions as your customers’ needs change.

FEATURES
Intuitive 4.3-inch color touchscreen wall module
with temperature and humidity control
Customizable programming and display options
with 7-day/holiday scheduling
Built-in optional economizer
Two-wire SYLK bus simplifies installation

Harness the power of
data to drive business
opportunities and keep
your customers happy.

PEACE OF MIND FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS,
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU
Backed by more than a century of building control experience, Honeywell’s

trusted, tested products create a powerful and stable system that your customers
can build on. Put Honeywell’s flexible LCBS platform to work for you and grow
your business with ongoing opportunities for expansion.
Find out how LCBS products can benefit you with satisfied customers, fewer
unscheduled service calls and more business with add-on sales. From the simple
to the complex, there’s a solution to meet your customers’ needs.

Platform

Product

Part Number

LCBS T & LCBS Connect

Combined Controller and
Wall Module Interface

YCRL6438SR1000

For more information
buildingcontrols.honeywell.com/BuildingAutomation-Systems/LCBS-Connect
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